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-INTRODUCTION

We have been invited here today to discuss several aspect

and effectiveness of employing computer-assisted instruction (

area of special education. This is an impO'rtant area for disc

of the cost

AI) in the

ssion. Few
I

wouldAeny that the expenditure of large amounts of resources eeds to be

based on economic as well as pedagological arguments--that schools must be

productive and accountable to the agents fo society that fund hem. However,

a number of individuals who have worked with the development o CAI have

indicated a doubt that it will ever be "cost-effective" butr\ th tole should

go ahead, at least in some instances, with CAI development for non- economic

reasons CTorr, 1976; Oettinger, 1969). Others have argued tha cost-effec-
, aF

tiveness analysis strategies can not be applied until after th systems to be

studies are operational (Seidel, 1969). Part of the problem t at is encount-

ered in the application of economic evaluation strategies to i novative in-

struction0 techniques such as CAI is a confusion over terminology. A number

of questions need to be answered before there can be any agreement on the

appropriateness or usefulness of cost evaluation strategies in any particular

applicatiog: ,

(1 What are cost-effectivness and.cost-benefit analysis and how do they

differ from other cost evaldation strategies?

(2) Exactly what are the alternatives to be compared? Are they eqUally

viable?

(
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(3) s cost-effectiveness an appropriate decision tool when the-de-
.

ired objective is non-quantifiable (such as an affective out-

ome)?

(4) it what point in time during the dyelopment of an innovative in-

structional approach is it appropriate to employ cost-effective-

n ss and/or cost-benefirevaluation strategies?

In this paper, in order to address these and other questions which need

to be consered in the application of cost evaluation strategies, I will (A)

define--an distinguish between--a number of different costing techniques,

(B) present a simplified system 'for cost-effectiveness evaluation, and (C)

apply cost - effectiveness evaluation strategies to the problem of using com-
,-

puter-assis ed ins huc tion in the area of special educatic4.

DEFINITION OF COSTINGJERMINOLOGY

There is a large number of different costing techniques and procedures

,

which have been used interchangeably in the past. This lack of discrimina-
,

tion has produced a high. degree of confusion. In order to reduce the con-

fusion a clasification system for ^costing terminology has been proposed by

the author (Wilkinson, 1971,,1972). The basic elements of this system are
,f

outlihed in Figure 1.(on following page).

The technioues are first clessified into one of.three groups on the

basis of purposle of the study: Descriptive, Predictive, or Comparative., They

are then furthelp divided within then three categories' on the basis of the

type of activities conducted under the technique.

4
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FIGURE ONE:
TYPE
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4

Descriptive studies seek to describelactual, existing, -gout g programs.

The constitute the essential data base upon-which all other costin4 studies

AP

1/4

are are,built: Within this category, a distintion is made between traditional

(fiduciary) budgeting and those techniques which seek to relate costs to pro-

gram objectives and outputs;

fi

Traditional Budgeting--involve's the establishment of expense categoriOs
J.

1 ' s --,

(such as personnel, supplies, equipment, etc f ); Ifie appropriation of resources
(

,

to organizational units, and the authorization of-expenditures by organiza-

tionaj units in order to aid management in the control and reporting of the /

resource inputs of p
I

grl ms.

Cost Accounting - involves the accurate measurement of output uality (stu-

115
6
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,

,-
,dent achievement) and/or quantity (number of graduates) at ekch stage of the

educational prOcess and the assignment'of costs incurred to achieve thl out-

put-to each stage in order to-aid in manage6a1 desions.pertaining 0 the
/

allocation of resources to maintain established production criteria.

'Predictive

The predictive group includes studies which seek to estaOlish costs for

proposed systems. They involve the accurate definiti n of objectives, the

dAfnition of strategies to 'obtain objectives, determination of resources

required to mount the strategies',, and the

to dollar amounts in order to aid ma

nversion bf determined resources

gement in the establishment of budgets

and information systems The .for sub-categories are:

Cost Analysis--inVol the analytical determination, of the. resources
3 1

require to mount edefihed strategy at 'a set level of effectiveness.

Cost-Est) atin -=involves the'application o' stati tical techniques to

descript've data to predict a range of costs 'and iffectiyeness for.a given

strategy.

-Comparatibe

The comparative studis are based upon predictive studies whicn in turn

are based upon des'crip -Studies. The major distinctions are between those

Studies which seek to compare the relatiV'e,costs and effectiveness of different

strategies for obtaining a particular objective or set of objectives and those

which seek to compare the "good" derived from the achieveMent of an objective

the,"cost" to Society of seeking to achieve the objective. These are:
.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis,==inftives the comparison of the resources re-
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4.
It

quired (predicted costs) for, and the output of, feasible alternative stra-

tegies for the achievement of program objectives in order to aid m agement

in the selection of the better strategy for either the achievemen,.-ofth

most production at a set cost or the achievement of. a. set level df produc-

tion for the least cost under differing condition's. ;

Cost-Benefit Analysis--involves the comparison of all the relevant re-
%

sources (such as dollar value of personnel, equipment, etc.) required to

achieve an objective with the likely benefits (dollar value of results) to

be oAained from achievement'of'the objective in order to aid io managerial,

decisions as to the desirability of initiating or continuing a program in

light of long-Taage timq. and social consideration./

The types of studies which need to be made of various applications of

instructional technology, including.CAI,are those-on the cost-effectiveness

and cost-benefit end of the scale. However, these are based upon prIedictive

and descriptive studies and herein lies the problem that\causes a number of
, .

experts to say that the time is not ripe Tor cost-effectiveness studies. of

CAI.
z

There is no adaquate'descriptive data base from which to ,make predic-

.

tions or comparisons (Schramm, 1973; Jamison, 1974). There hasbeen a pro-

liferation of literature on the cost-effectiveness of technology. Caffarella

(1975) was able to identify 429 references on the cost-effectiveness of in-
4

structional technology. However, of the 300 that he was able to locate, only

'32 were supported.bytemperical or quantitative .data. This is the sort of.

problem that the study reported on by Dr. Segal seeks to solve.

Even withoutthout an adequate data base, we intuitively use cost` evaluation

strategies to ma instructional decisions. We feel that, as expensive as

7
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:CAI.is, it is better to develop such an app76 than to do no thing to at-

tempt to improve school retention or to enhance individual student achiev-

ment. When wedo this; we are-making a cost-benefit evaluation. There is
4

a large literature on the.economic return to Thvestment in education which

helps to justify this sort of decision (Woodhall,,1967,; Scanlon, 1973;

Rodrigues, 1974). Based on 1973 figures, the differenCe in median yearly

income for thos.e who have completed high sChoeI'and those who have only com-

pleted the first 8 years "is $3,089. Spread over 47 years of productive life

(18-65) this represents an increase of taxable income of $145,283. Even a

small reduction of the Over-all drop-out rate as a result of implementing CAI

Might 'a long way toward justifying the expense, even without-a-MT-current

reduction or redeployment of current educational resources. 'When'we

er the target population that we are concerned with in this session, the gain

is even more striking. Those students who fall within special education pro-
,

grams are, unless the educational system is able to assist them in over-

coming their handicaps, much more li kely to be a drain on socitty's resources

than a-productive membei- of society. If just one person were-removed from

the wel'are role and placid on theit le as a result of CAI, there would

be a si*ificant gain to society.

.
The s t of analysis,that I hal been discussing needs to'be done with

considerable More rigor to be valid. Such concepts as,discounting investment

cost over time heed to be included. But,.even if it is done with all,the

economic rigor possible, it will primarily be able to tell us if something.

should be done for a problem area and give us the broad financial limits

within which we may operate. It will not tell us if CAI is the "best" so1U-

8
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tion or what form of CAI should be used. For this sort of decision, cost-

effectiveness analysis must-be employed. And,,it is to this form of decisio

making that I now turn.

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

The central purpoSe of cost- effectiveness, analysis is the evaluation of
-A

and choice between, alternative means to achieve a given objective. The

analysis can proceed from either of two orientations- -the achievement of the

most output for a set dollar cost or the achievement of, the least dollar cost

for a set level of output. No matter which of these approaches is employed;

there,aiN certain fundamental operations which need tobe carried out:

(1) Determination of Objectives

(2) Determination of Viable Alternatives

(3) Determination of Relevant Costs

(4) Presentation and Interpretation of Results,
.

It will not be possible for me to go into detail n the techniques and pro-

'cedures which are ippropriate at each of these-st ges of the, cost- effective-

ness evaluation process in this presentation. w uld,hOwever, like to hit
,

a few of the high- points and 'examine some of the q estions which are of pri-

,Aary concern to the topic under consideration.

Determination of Objectives

The statement of objectives should include the,following: (1) the out-
, -.

puts to be obtained from the system, (2) the inputs available to the system,

and (3) -the units by which output and input are to be measured. The state-
.

ment of objectives would not include information about presentation require-

9
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ments and strategies (such as, CAIwill be evaluated)._ Such-aspects are

i
.

not objectives to be met. They are constraints which limit the options

'which are available aria help to establish the viable aTternatives to be

evluated.

A num ber of different measuresipave been proposed,, and used, in.cost,-

47,

effectiveness evalugtions. One common measure has been performance on

standardized achievement tests. The problem;here is that such tests are

designed to eliminate, or at leastpinimize, the effects of different

tea6hinq

strategies. A bettel- form of measurement might be criterio ref:.

erenced testing, Other studieS have used such economic indiCatOrs as stu-

dent-contact-hours, graduateg, or student-credit-hours.

Two of the papers presented earlier in thissession serve as good ex-

amples of the two basic types of output measures. Dr. Cartwright presents

a basically economic approach--dollar'costPer student credit hour- -while

Dr. Segal is concerned with marginal annual costs per achievement gain per

child, Other examples of CAI cost-effectiv9ndsS output iesures can be

located by .consulting some of the supplementary references which have been

attached to this paper.

One problem with objectives, which was alluded to in the questions .at
k

.

the start of this paper, is that of using cost-effectiveness to evaluate non-

quantifiable objectives. I think that the answer would have to be yes and no.

If you were able-to identify a number o different strategies which were

ly good at achieving the desired obje tive--a fixed effectiveness approach--

you could use'this evaluation techn que to chose between them. Howekfer, if, as

is more often the case, the achi went, might vary-as a result of changing

1 0
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the resource mix, it would not be an appropriate tool. 'For this reason cost-

effectiveness is often referred to as a decision-assisting tool rathei- than-a

decision-making tool.. Often such antifiable,out-comes.will cause the

ecision maker to chose the less ical alternative. However, the reasons

such a choice need to be cldr spelled out, and the time to do this'is

.duripg the statement, of the objectives.

o

Determination of Viable Alternatives

The second stepof a cost-effectiveness analysis is to determine the al-
;

ternative instructional procedures, media, etc:, to be compared. Initially you

would wantstO tart with the total universe of possible strategieslimited only"

by yodr aginaVtion. In practical situationsithisr4verse of possigilitiesois

very rapidly filtered down by a bonsideration'ofthose practical 'constraints

which serve tolimit our optiongwIlea-we are dealing with real-World prob)e4.
4

The following fig re illustrates how such a consi4ration of constraints can re-
,

duce 'the total ulation of alternatives to just three viable alternates.

FIGURE TWO: TOTAL RANGE Or POSSIBLE1ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES
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Id many cases; one of the constraints under which we operateris the prior,
A

choice of one of _the mddia alternatives to Le evaluated-for example, 4:0.

ever, to say that CAI is to be one of the' alternatives is not en . CAI, is 'a

fairly broad term which can mean a large number of thing- -both in terms of the
. .

software that is to be displayed and'the-hardWare configurations Upon which the

'software is to. be displayed. Braby, etal, (1975) have.tdentified,10 major vari-
,

ations of computer based delivery systems--ranging_froM a!bapic definition of CAI,
,

as a form Of individualized tnstruction. that employs.digital computer technology,

manage, and display information to a'student, accept student responses, provide

knowledge of resd)ts, arld select asequent learning events thrdirgh variations of

the NATO IV and TICCIT 'systems, Computer Managed Instruction, and variations of

computer simulation and gaming configuratios. If CAI,is to be one of the alter-
.

natives, the form and format of the, configuration must be clearly specified.

' The need Ior a clearly defined CAI configuration is even more important when
, 4

if comes to determining the alternatives against' which it is to be compared. The

comparison' is td.be with "viable" alternatives. What are viable alternatives to
.., e

., .CAI? This would be determined by both thwobjectives and the constraints under
..

1

which the project is operating, If the program< primarilioqo ofrotedrill

and practice, an alternative could be a linear programmed text or,a simple work- '

,book. Apd, given the almost constant rpsearch results of no significant diffor-
. ,.

.

.
.

ence, CAI would probably be a poor choice from ost-effectiVeness p. of view.

However, if theconstr'alAts Wind for taking advantageof the fl bility, meM-

ory capacity, and-fast response capabilities of the computer order to provide
. , r *

individually shaped, co&ected/reinforced programs whi ake into consideration,
,

the needs, knowledge, prejudices, etc., of each 1 er, clearly alternatives
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other than workbooks need-Ao be conAidered.',Tmaditibnal
instructionr-the self-'

t

contained classroom of one teacher, 20-35 students, and various textbooks, aids,,
JP 4

etc.- -does not *vide this sort of/,flexibilitysand, therefore, should not be one

of the alternatives considered (in spite of the fact that this is the most_com-

monly evaluated arterhativeoto.CAI in existing studies). Possibly a'etutor, work- ,
q$,

ing on a one-to=one basis (Orovide4 that this tutor has.th(same grasp,of the

subject field and-the various ways in which At can be misunderstood and mastered

as the team of design and subject fieid specialists who developed the CAI pro-

gram) would be able to provide such An,alternative. Another possible alternative

would be a paper/and pencil (or other,media), test, teach,`and retest approach
- 41F4

such as in Individually Prescribed Instruction programs. At

Other' than to point out that there was no apparenti.attempt to ide ifand

,evaluate viable alternatives in a conscious and rigorous manner, theres n

'need to comment on the example studies which, have been presented here today.

Determination of Relevant Costs

Once the strategies to be- considered have been identified, the nextietep is

'th- establish the relative cost and productivity of each strategy. Basically,

two tec iques can be-employed to determirie these values. One applies cost analy-

sis while the other establishes cost-estimating-relationships.

-------'.<-':1--
.

.

i

...
Cost andlysis'can proceed from onefof two approaches: fixed-effectveness or -

fixed-cost. For the fixed-effectiveness approach, a target level of effectiveness

tives wider consid ration and p duce at the set level of.effectiveness. The re-,

is established. .Then, systems are defined which would employ one of the alterna-

sources (such as personnel, equipment,'etc.)'which would be needed to develop and

rfiaintdin the systems are then determined and these resources tonverted to dollar

,

4
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costs at the market price level, producing a tbtal dollar cost for each-al-

ternative. The problem of choice then becomes one of selecting,the least ;

expensive alternative-. The other cost analysis approach starts from a fixed-,

cost basis. This approach requires the analyst to determine the productivity

of differ t systems, each of which employes one of the strategies being con-
.

sidered, w tch could be developed for a set level of funding. The problem o;

choice under this approach is to select the most productive alternative.

The determination of 'the cost estimate through cost analysis can becomd

a highly complex cost accounting task, particularly if such concepts as sunk

cost, inheritable assests, and discounting are applicable in the situation.

Also, there is the difficulty of predicting the cost and the effectiveness of

1

non-existant systems. The major problemwith cost analysis, however, is that '

the estimate produced is a single-point figure rather tbiela continuous func-.

._______
tion over variations in output and therefore requires a nmestImati to be made

if the projected funding level is not suffic ntly productive to be economical.

(CER) seek to avoid the major Problem of.

cost analysis-by establishing a continuousntinuous prediction function over a range of

output levels. This is done by means of standard procedures of regression

analysis appliePto historical data from systems similar to the alternative under
t-

-consideration, As illustrated in the following figure, existing data'on the cost
i

and productivity of similar systems are plotted on a scattergram and the line of

best fit is determined. Assuming that the assumptions necessary to emploY're-
.

gression analysis have been met, the line of-best fist produces a continuous pre-
,

dicted value of input or system cott over the range of possible system output

.14
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FIdORE THREE:
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There are a number of problems associated With the use of cost- estimat-

-Ng relationships. Often, for example, the line of best fit whith can be de-\

Ct

, rived from` istorical data is curved rather than straight. And in a strategy,
i . .

:

'''-`.
siuch as CAI; which has a large capital investmeht for implementation (central

..

memories, terminals, processors, etc.) each segment of
,

which has an ultimate
. v

capAcity, the CER is more likely to take the form of stair steps with sloping

platforms. Other difficulties arise from the data base from whiqh ,the esti-

.mates are derived. The information may be in the wrong format.(requiring ex-,

amination of the detailed cost figures as well as. total systei cost) and very

likely' the data were generated at different times (requiring at least adjust-

ment for inflation or other changes in the market value of)resources). Such

problems greatly increase the difficulties encountered by the analyst and af-

fect thOreliability of the values generated through the use of CERs. This
o

can be seen in Figure Four (on the following page) where confidence intervals

have teen plotted on the CER generated from the un-adjusted data shown above.
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Such high levels of uncertainty can make the deCisiOn,maker's job one of

acting on intuition rather than acting on some rational economic basis.N
44

Presentation and Interpretation of Results

With the establishment the estimated costs for p.m. various alternati ES

cgoe under considenOton; the final task is to present the data in &lomat th

will'aid the decision maker in arriving at his conclusiOns. If the IQs analy.-

sis prediction techniquehas been employed, the task is elatively simple` -`a

one' page, su mmary. of the results 'Irldbe more than ade uate. Detailed projec
\

-

dons are not necessary at this,point although they should be kept,ready-fots

budget preparation. A balance sheet approach,'however, s not feasiblelf\,CERs

were employed, because the continuous nature of the projec n cannot be read-

ily conveyed by raw figures. With projections derived from cost- stimating re-

lationships a graphic decision modef should be employed, such as th one shown

in Figure Five on the. following

By plotting the CERs of each of the, strategies to be considered-on_a_stri-.

gle matrix, it 'is possible to determine an envelope of optimum choice (shown as

16
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FIGURE FIVE: tt

0

optmum
envelorie

414.1put (Stuliat CFit4ty n K.144'1140

a dotted 11-n0 -Which icrentifies the "best" choice of strategies fgr level

of desired output or alt any-level of'available funding.i,
Although the cost-effectiveness approach to decision making seem to_

limit the freedom of the decision maker, Ouch is' not Irecessar-i-lyt4sase.
II,

Using the example abOve,` a system may b planned to start with a.capacity of

250 students sbut. eventually to expand /to 50Q students. In such asituation,
-*

the decision maker:might well choos the more expensive alternative B1 over al-

ternative A foi the initial _system so that in the long run he would be benefit- ,

.

ing. from thethore economical alternative. Also,. since there is a certain de-
.

gree of qncertlairity'associatedWith the derived estimates due to unrgliability

of the data base, the dedis n maker's personal preferences may still enter in-,

f

to the decision process. h'e only requirement Would pe that he justify on some
.

valid basis.the choice o less Obviously economical alternative.!,

The distinction b tween cost-effectiveness and (cost- benefit analysis-can

be illustrated by. co verting the cost-effectivenets decision model presented
.

efit decision ?Ae). The converstion is producei by esti-above to a costrb

.
tt,'
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mating the value of benefits to be obtained from the institution of any one

of the alternatives at any level of output. Once this value has been deter-

mined,mined, the cost of producing the output is subtracted from the value to be

obtained from employing t4 strategy at that level of production and the de-

cision matrix-Is redrawn as in the following figure. The base line of stu-

FIGURE SIX:

optimum envelopeeC

S

0

.Output (Student Capacity in Hundreds)

dent%capacity is now at the midpoint of the model, with positive,worth of the

systems above the lind and negative worth below the line. now possible
I

to see that for each of the alternatives there is a negative worth to society

"...

for some level of productivity or output. At'some point of output, the best

choice is to do nothing.
416

ANSLYSIS RRESENTATIONS

With a context provided, it now possible to look at and analze the other

papers presented in this session. On the surface none of them are cost-effec-

tiveness studies in the way that I have defined such staies. The closest is

7
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the ETS proje t reported on by,0r. Segal. However, it more clos y repre-

sents a cas of cost accounting. The'purpose of the study is to produce the

data base for generating a CER for CAI, and therefore is essenti 1 to the

generation of cost-effectiveness studies in the future. There i a 'great

need f r such an emperically established data base for CAI--and for other

forms of mediated instruction--so that-such studies can be condcted. The'

othe papers are both concerned with cost and with effect-i'Vb-nes but they do

not shclw the analitical comparison of alternatives that is cal ed for in the

to i"cost- effectiveness ".

I.
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